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(54) HOLLOW GLASS BUILT-IN SUN-SHADING APPARATUS

(57) The present invention relates to a built-in sun-
shading device of hollow glass. The built-in sun-shading
device comprises a cord-winding mechanism, a trans-
mission mechanism controlling the rotation of the cord-
winding mechanism and a sun-shading mechanism con-
nected onto the cord-winding mechanism. The cord-
winding mechanism comprises a cord-winding shaft, a
group of cord-winding propellers are arranged on the
cord-winding shaft, the transmission mechanism is con-
nected with the cord-winding mechanism, and the sun-
shading mechanism is connected onto the cord-winding
propellers. The built-in sun-shading device of the hollow
glass, which uses a single cord-winding shaft, can wind
a plurality of cords and enable the sun-shading mecha-
nism to be folded and unfolded in a balanced mode. The
single cord-winding shaft does not need to move back
and forth, is simple in terms of structure and has high
assembling efficiency. In addition, the built-in sun-shad-
ing device of the hollow glass uses the cords to limit slats
from moving to and fro, which thus enables the slats to
stack up orderly, reduces contact between the slats and
hollow glass, protects the coating film on the surface of
the hollow glass and reduces friction. Furthermore, the
built-in sun-shading device of the hollow glass uses a
handle with frictional damping in one direction and over-
comes a phenomenon that the large sun-shading mech-
anism may easily decline itself due to the large self-
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a curtain, par-
ticularly, a built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Owing to excellent insulating and sun-shading
effects, the pleated blinds of hollow glass become in-
creasingly important in the modem construction in terms
of energy efficiency; the pleated blinds of hollow glass
have gradually been put into various applications, since
pleated blinds of hollow glass are easy to clean, durable,
fire-resistance and have special decorative effects. How-
ever, the pleated blinds of hollow glass currently in the
market are all reduced to some drawbacks. Take the in-
sulated glass blind assembly disclosed in US6601633B2
as an example. There, the blind cord is pulled downward
under the magnetic force to raise the slats; once the cord
is let go upward, the slats go downward under the gravity
effect. In such a design, the several strands of cords can
easily become tangled, making the blinds completely in-
operable or making the lower frame of the blinds slid. In
the application US5908062, the lifting track of curtain
makes use of two or more cord-winding shafts having a
tapered cylindrical body; when the cord-winding shafts
are operated to turn, two or more cords are wound orderly
from the larger diametrical end to the smaller diametrical
end, the curtain is lifted; when the cord-winding shafts
are operated to turn in opposite direction, the curtain is
lowered. However, in reality, such a device may face the
problem that the curtain becomes slid as a result of cords
being stuck between the cord-winding shaft and the end
cap of the cord-winding shaft, or cords going up at varied
speeds arising from difference between the exterior di-
ameters of the cord-winding shafts. In the application
US6817401B2, the window blind assembly comprises a
rotatable rod capable of simultaneously winding a plural-
ity of cords; for the purpose of orderly winding, the rotat-
able rod needs to move back and forth, which neverthe-
less increases mechanical complexity and results in low-
er efficacy in manufacturing and assembling.
[0003] Additionally, the width of the slats of the blinds
is smaller than the spacing distance inside the hollow
glass, such that the blinds can go up and down freely.
However, when lifted up, the stack of slats of the blinds
may be out of synch so as to result in collision with glass
on two sides. In this case, friction would increase when
the slats moves upward and downward, then the blind
cannot be operated easily; meanwhile, the friction be-
tween the slats and the glass may cause scratches on
the coating on the surface of the glass. In case of a large
blind, the magnetic attract would be inadequate to raise
or lower the blinds smoothly, or even the blinds can be
raised up to the header position, the blind would be un-
able to retain at a desired position, because it may prob-

ably automatically drop down for a certain height under
its weight.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention is intended to provide a
built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass capable of
enabling balanced rolling-up and rolling-down, making a
neat stack and preventing the sun-shading mechanism
from dropping by itself.
[0005] In order to achieve aforesaid objective, the built-
in sun-shading device of hollow glass provided by the
present invention comprises a cord-winding mechanism,
a transmission mechanism controlling the rotation of the
cord-winding mechanism, and a sun-shading mecha-
nism connected onto the cord-winding mechanism;
the cord-winding mechanism comprises a cord-winding
shaft, a group of cord-winding propellers arranged on the
cord-winding shaft, wherein the transmission mechanism
is connected with the cord-winding shaft, and the sun-
shading mechanism is fastened onto the cord-winding
propellers.
[0006] A group of shaft-wise grooves are arranged on
the cord-winding shaft; the cord-winding propellers com-
prises hoops arranged around the cord-winding shaft,
wherein hoop comprises a ladder-cord fastening slot and
a hoop slot; a group of connection-guiding blocks are
integrated into the hoops and match the grooves.
[0007] The connection-guiding blocks are tapered; the
height of the end connecting with the hoop is greater than
the depth of the groove, while the height of the other end
is equal to or less than the depth of the groove.
[0008] The transmission mechanism comprises an up-
per pulley, a lower pulley, a belt, an inner handle and an
outer handle; the upper pulley and the lower pulley are
positioned by an upper pulley supporting stand and a
lower pulley supporting stand; the two ends of the belt
are discretely connected with the two ends of the inner
handle so as to form a closed loop; the outer handle com-
prises a shell in which a group of roller mounting grooves
are arranged; rollers are arranged inside the roller mount-
ing grooves and are loosely connected to the shell; a
group of magnets are arranged inside the shell.
[0009] The inner handle and the outer handle together
form linkage under magnetic attraction.
[0010] The roller comprises a rolling body and rolling
shafts positioned on two sides of the rolling body; rolling-
shaft holes matching the rolling shafts are arranged on
the shell, and the rolling-shaft holes are in kidney shape.
[0011] The sun-shading mechanism comprises a
group of pleated slats; the ladder-cords serially hold each
slat and are connected with the cord-winding propellers,
pulling-cords are arranged at two ends of the slat, and
the pulling cords are vertically intertwined onto the lad-
der-cords and one end of the pulling cords is fixed on the
cord-winding shaft.
[0012] The ladder-cords comprise two sections of side
cords that form a closed loop through connection, and a
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group of horizontal bars connecting these two sections
of the pulling cords; the pulling cords and the horizontal
bars are intertwined upward and are positioned restrict-
edly within the ladder-cords by the side cords.
[0013] The sun-shading mechanism further comprises
pleated blinds or honeycomb blinds.
[0014] Owing to application of aforementioned techni-
cal solution, the present invention exhibits following ad-
vantages as compared to the prior art: the single cord-
winding shaft used in the present invention is capable of
winding a plurality of pulling cords, and this enables the
sun-shading mechanism to have a balanced lifting and
lowering; the single cord-winding shaft does not need to
move back and forth, so the structure is simple and as-
sembly thereof becomes more efficient. Meanwhile, the
present invention makes use of the pulling cords which
restricts the slats from moving back and forth such that
the slats can stack up neatly, which therefore reduces
contact with the hollow glass so as to protect the coating
on the surface of the hollow glass and to reduce friction.
Additionally, the present invention makes use of a single
direction handle with frictional damping, which over-
comes the defect of automatic fall happening to large-
size sun-shading mechanism because of its large self-
weight.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 illustrates a diagram of a structure of the
present invention;
FIG. 2 illustrates a diagram of the structure of the
cord-winding mechanism of the present invention;
FIG. 3 illustrates a diagram of an assembly structure
of the cord-winding mechanism of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 4. illustrates a diagram of the structure of the
cord-winding mechanism of the present invention;
FIG. 5 illustrates a diagram of the structure of the
outer handle of the present invention.
FIG. 6. illustrates a diagram of the structure of the
pleated blinds of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0016] The present invention provides a built-in sun-
shading device of hollow glass comprising a cord-winding
mechanism, a transmission mechanism controlling the
rotation of the cord-winding mechanism, and a sun-shad-
ing mechanism connected onto the cord-winding mech-
anism.
[0017] As shown in FIG. 2, the cord-winding mecha-
nism comprises a cord-winding shaft 1 and a group of
cord-winding propellers 2 arranged around the cord-
winding shaft 1; a group of shaft-wise grooves 101 are
arranged on the cord-winding shaft 1; the cord-winding
propeller 2 comprises hoops arranged around the cord-

winding shaft 1, wherein a ladder-cord fastening slot 201
and a hoop fastening slot 202 are arranged on the hoop,
a group of connection-guiding blocks 203 are integrated
into the hoops and match the grooves 101. The connec-
tion-guiding blocks 203 are tapered; the height of one
end of the connection-guiding block is greater than the
depth of the groove 101, and the height of the other end
thereof is equal to or less than the depth of the groove
101.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 3, FIG. 4, the cord-winding
propeller 2 is mounted around the cord-winding shaft 1,
and the connection-guiding blocks are inserted into the
grooves 101, such that the cord-winding propellers 2 are
positioned restrictedly on the cord-winding shaft 1 along
the cord-winding propeller’s diametrical direction, at the
meantime, the cord-winding propellers 2 are jointly con-
nected with a propeller-fastening stand 3, on which a joint
block 301 corresponding to a joint slot 202 and a base
stand 302 for restricting the position of the cord-winding
propeller 2 are disposed. The propeller-fastening stand
3 is fastened into the upper bar (not shown), through
which the propeller-fastening stand 3 is fastened onto
the spacing bar 14 shown in FIG. 1.
[0019] As shown in FIG. 1, 5, the transmission mech-
anism is connected with the cord-winding shaft 1; the
transmission mechanism comprises an upper pulley 5,
a lower pulley 9, a belt 6, an inner handle 7 and an outer
handle 8; the upper pulley 5 and the lower pulley 9 are
discretely positioned by an upper pulley supporting stand
4 and a lower pulley supporting stand 10; the upper pulley
supporting stand 4 and the lower pulley supporting stand
10 are discretely fastened on the upper section and the
lower section of the spacing bar 14; the two ends of the
belt 6 are connected respectively with the two ends of
the inner handle 7 and form a closed loop; the inner han-
dle 7 and the outer handle 8 form linkage under magnetic
attraction; the outer handle 8 comprises a shell 16 in
which a group of roller installing bearings 17 are ar-
ranged; the rollers 15 are arranged inside the roller in-
stalling bearings 17 and are loosely connected with the
shell 16; and a group of magnets 18 are disposed inside
the shell 16. The roller 15 comprises a rolling body 15a
and rolling shafts 15b positioned on two sides of the roll-
ing body 15a; rolling shaft holes 16a matching the rolling
shafts 15b are disposed on the shell 16, and the rolling
shaft holes 15b are in kidney shape. When the outer han-
dle 8 is operated to slide downward so as to stack up the
slats 11, the rolling shafts 15b turn in a counter-clockwise
direction and go upward till reaching the top of the rolling
shaft holes 16; in this case, there is a gap between the
rolling body 15b and the inner wall of the upper section
of the roller mounting grooves 17, and this reduces fric-
tion and enables the operator to lift the pleated blind eas-
ily. When the outer handle 8 is lifted up, the rolling shafts
15b turn in a clockwise direction and go downward till
reaching the bottom of the rolling-shaft holes 16a; in this
case, the rolling shafts 15b can turn freely in the rolling-
shaft holes 16a, while some friction arises because the
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rolling body 15a comes into contact with the inner wall
of the lower section of the roller mounting grooves 17,
therefore, the slats would not lower themselves automat-
ically under the effect of its weight.
[0020] As shown in FIG. 3, 6, the sun-shading mech-
anism comprises a group of pleated slats 11, ladder-
cords 12 serially hold each slat 11 and are constrained
in the ladder-cord fastening slot 201; pulling cords 13 are
arranged on both sides of the slat 11, and the pulling
cords are vertically intertwined onto the ladder-cords 12,
while one end of the pulling cord 13 is fastened onto the
cord-winding shaft 1. The ladder-cords 12 comprises two
sections of side cords 12a forming a closed loop via con-
nection and a group of horizontal bars 12b connecting
these two sections of the side cords 12a; the pulling cords
13 and the horizontal bars 12b are intertwined upwards
and are positioned restrictedly within the ladder-cords by
the side cords 12a. The pulling cords 13 restricts the slats
11 from moving back and forth, such that the slats may
stack up orderly, which therefore reduces contact with
the hollow glass so as to protect the coating on the sur-
face of the hollow glass and to reduce friction. In case of
winding cords, since the connection-guiding blocks 203
are tapered, the pulling cord 13 wound earlier on the cord-
winding shaft will be push out by the pulling cord wound
later and will be wound orderly on the cord-winding shaft
1. However, it is necessary to clarify that only one pulling
cord is exemplified in the drawings, while in practice two
pulling cords are wound discretely on two sides of the
cord-winding propeller 2. Additionally, the sun-shading
mechanism of the present invention may further adopt
pleated blinds or honeycomb blinds.
[0021] The above embodiment is set out for the pur-
pose of not limiting the scope of the present invention
but merely illustrating the inventive idea and character-
istics of the present invention with the objective of assist-
ing those skilled people in the art to further their under-
standing and application of the present invention. Various
alternations and modifications may be made without de-
parting from the spirit and broader aspects of the present
invention as set forth in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass, which
comprises a cord-winding mechanism, a transmis-
sion mechanism controlling rotation of the cord-
winding mechanism, and a sun-shading mechanism
connected onto the cord-winding mechanism, is
characterized in that:

the cord-winding mechanism comprises a cord-
winding shaft (1), a group of cord-winding pro-
pellers (2) arranged on the cord-winding shaft
(1), wherein the transmission mechanism is con-
nected with the cord-winding shaft (1), and the
sun-shading mechanism is fastened onto the

cord-winding propeller (2).

2. The built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass in
claim 1, which is characterized in that: a group of
shaft-wise grooves (101) are arranged on the cord-
winding shaft (1), the cord-winding propeller (2) com-
prises hoops arranged around the cord winding shaft
(1), wherein a ladder-cord fastening slot (201) and
a hoop fastening slot (202) are arranged on the hoop,
a group of connection-guiding blocks (203) are inte-
grated into the hoops and match the grooves (101).

3. The built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass in
claim 2, which is characterized in that: the connec-
tion-guiding blocks (203) are tapered; the height of
one end of the connection-guiding block is greater
than the depth of the groove (101), and the height
of the other end thereof is equal to or less than the
depth of the groove (101).

4. The built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass in
claim 1, which is characterized in that: the trans-
mission mechanism comprises an upper pulley (5),
a lower pulley (9), a belt (6), an inner handle (7) and
an outer handle (8); the upper pulley (5) and the lower
pulley (9) are positioned discretely by an upper pulley
supporting stand (4) and a lower pulley supporting
stand (10), the two ends of the belt (6) are connected
discretely with the two ends of the inner handle (7)
so as to form a closed loop; the outer handle (8)
comprises a shell (16) in which a group of roller
mounting grooves (17) are arranged; rollers (15) are
arranged inside the roller mounting grooves (17) and
are loosely connected to the shell (16), and a group
of magnets (18) are arranged inside the shell (16).

5. The built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass in
claim 4, which is characterized in that: the inner
handle (7) and the outer handle (8) form linkage un-
der magnetic attraction.

6. The built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass in
claim 4, which is characterized in that: the rollers
(15) comprises rolling body (15a), and rolling shafts
(15b) positioned on two sides of the rolling body
(15a), holes (16a) matching the rolling shafts (15b)
are disposed on the shell (16), and the holes (16a)
are in kidney shape.

7. The built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass in
claim 1, which is characterized in that: the sun-
shading mechanism comprises a group of pleated
slats (11), wherein the ladder-cords (12) serially hold
each slat (11) and are connected with the cord-wind-
ing propeller (2); pulling cords (13) are arranged at
two ends of the slat (11), and the pulling cords (13)
are vertically intertwined onto the ladder-cords (12),
and one end of the pulling cords (13) is fixed on the
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cord winding shaft (1).

8. The built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass in
claim 7, which is characterized in that: the ladder-
cords (12) comprise two sections of side cords (12a)
forming a closed loop via connection, and a group
of horizontal bars (12b) connecting the two side
cords; the pulling cord (13) and the horizontal bars
(12b) are intertwined upward and are positioned re-
strictedly within the ladder-cords (12) by the side
cords (12a).

9. The built-in sun-shading device of hollow glass in
claim 1, which is characterized in that: the sun-
shading mechanism further comprises a pleated
blind or a honeycomb blind.
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